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Cool Technology (10 volumes)
圖解酷科技（全 10 冊）

This series of  illustrated popular science books guides 
children toward obtaining an understanding of science and 
technology. Cutting-edge science contents are visualized 
and turned into easy-to-comprehend pieces of scientific 
knowledge, enhancing children’s interest in science.

Author: Little Newton Team

2022．72pages．18.5×26cm．ISBN: 9789579250108

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

Children’s Books / Middle Grade(7-12) 

Comic Great Inventions
漫畫人類大發明（全 1 冊）

From daily objects, such as pencils, to great inventions, 
such as rockets, exciting scientif ic principles are 
revealed. In 33 vivid comic stories, which also feature 
the heroic adventures of  famous explorers, a wealth 
of  information is integrated, allowing young readers to 
learn about various disciplines!

Author: Little Newton Team

2022．160pages．18.9×25.6cm．ISBN: 9786267190401

Children’s Books / Middle Grade(7-12) 

A Comic Biography of 
World Famous People in 
History (24 volumes)

漫畫世界名人傳記（全 24 冊） 

This book features 24 famous men and women of  
the world and tells their stories through the medium 
of  comics. At the end of  the book are questions 
and answers, explanations, and timelines, allowing 
the reader to develop a more comprehensive 
understanding of  these many famous lives.

Author: Little Newton Team

2022．112pages．17×23.5cm．ISBN: 9786267190371

Rights sold: Indoneisa, Simplified Chinese

Children’s Books / Middle Grade(7-12) 
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Little Newton Science 
Museum (60 volumes)

小牛頓科學館（全 60 冊）

“Little Newton Science Museum” is the best original 
children’s science reading in the Chinese-speaking 
world, accompanying the children for joyful learning and 
providing scientific insights, methods, and directions, 
allowing the children to lead the way on the path of  
science. 

Author: Little Newton Team

2020．64pages．21×27.5cm．ISBN: 9789579250870

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

New Little Newton for 
Kids and Toddlers 

(65 volumes)

新小小牛頓系列（全 65 冊）

Combining the concept of  joyful learning with the 
trend of  digital reading, each issue includes graphic 
books, multimedia videos, and e-books, targeting 
children’s growth and learning characteristics. We 
hope to let children learn joyfully and grow up 
healthily.

Author: Little Newton Team

2021．48pages．21×29.7cm．ISBN: 23114452

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

Children’s Books / Middle Grade(7-12) Children’s Books / Early Readers(3-6)

Fun Logical Training Books
 (7 volumes)

趣味邏輯思維訓練（全 7 冊）

Through the repeated playing of  games, children can 
practice and enhance their basic abilities—observation, 
cognition, mathematics, and logical thinking—that lay a 
solid foundation for all future learning. Readers can play 
amusing games and derive accomplishment from the 
interesting questions and answers; this perfect balance 
makes children enjoy learning.

Author: Little Newton Team

2019．84pages．21×29.7cm．ISBN: 9789579250436

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

How Animals & Plants
Survive (10 volumes)

生存高手（全 10 冊）

Nature is wonderful, but it is also mysterious and 
sometimes dangerous. In order to survive, wild animals 
have developed an endless variety of  unique skills. 
These amazing traits make the competition between 
animals exceptionally exciting. Brilliant pictures in the 
book help readers to immerse themselves in a bounty 
of  information.

Author: Little Newton Team

2019．56pages．21×22cm．ISBN: 9789579250139

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese (Hong Kong)

Children’s Books / Middle Grade(7-12) Children’s Books / Middle Grade(7-12)

Inventions That Changed
the World (7 volumes)

改變世界的大發明（全 8 冊）

With 80 major inventions in human history, science 
knowledge is transmitted through rich scientific pictures 
and diagrams. children can operate and experiment with 
their own hands to learn how to explore the world with 
the methods of scientists. Just like STEAM’s original spirit, 
it fosters children’s creativity and problem-solving ability.

Author: Little Newton Team

2022．88pages．18.5×23.5cm．ISBN: 9786267190166

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

Little Newton Kids Books 
STEAM Series (60 volumes)

小牛頓幼兒館 STEAM 系列

Inspired by STEAM education, this series explores 
knowledge areas such as animals, plants, the human 
body, science, ecology, and mechanics, hoping to train 
readers to think like a scientist, to solve problems like 
an engineer, to break through boundaries like an artist, 
and to create the future like a maker.

Author: Little Newton Team

2020．36pages．21×25cm．ISBN: 9789579250894

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

Children’s Books / Middle Grade(7-12) Children’s Books / Early Readers(3-6)
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Puzzles for Chinese Idioms 
(2 volumes)

成語迷宮系列（全 2 冊）

With mazes, we can cultivate children’s concentration 
and patience, helping them improve their spatial, 
thinking, and writing skills. This series focuses on 
combining maze games with the teaching of  Chinese 
idioms. We use the meanings or allusions of  these 
idioms to design mazes that promote understanding 
and bring about easy learning and deepened memory.

Author: Little Newton Team

2022．68pages．21×25.6cm．ISBN: 9789865539207

WOW! So It Is  
(10 volumes)

WOW 原來是這樣（全 10 冊）

Children are always curious about the things around 
them, and this series proposes many questions in 
disparate fields such as animals, plants, earth, life, body, 
and space. It offers imaginative and interesting answers, 
with detailed explanations that inspire children’s curiosity 
and promote the acquisition of scientific concepts.

Author: Little Newton Team

2021．56pages．22×24cm．ISBN: 9789865539962

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese, Vietnamese

Play & Learn Series 
(7 volumes)

Play & Learn 系列（全 7 冊）

These books highlight the attributes of  being a game 
collection as well as science book. children of  younger 
age, mom and dad need not compel them to study 
the knowledge contents. children may simply play the 
games first, and then learn the knowledge when they 
get a little older. 

Author: Little Newton Team

2019．48pages．21×29.7cm．ISBN: 9789579250665

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

The Scientific Little Chef-
Healthy Breakfast (4 volumes)

科學小廚師（全 4 冊）

Modern society pays more and more attention 
to issues of  food safety. This book allows parents 
and children to make various home-cooked dishes, 
those both simple to advanced, learning how to eat 
healthier, while understanding the science of  cooking. 
Each dish’s scientif ic principles are presented to 
readers in an easy-to-understand manner through 
detailed illustrations.

Author: Little Newton Team

2023．112pages．19×25cm．ISBN: 9786267190593

Children’s Books / Middle Grade(7-12)

Children’s Books / Early Readers(3-6)

Children’s Books / Early Readers(3-6)

The Science in the Stories 
(4 volumes)

故事中的科學系列（全 4 冊）

This series consists of  4 titles, including fairy tales, 
myths and legends, and fables. Starting with a lively and 
interesting story to stimulate children’s motivation for 
reading with childlike illustrations, humorous dialogues, 
and easy-to-understand text . Through these methods, 
we vividly bring scientific principles in it to the children.

Author: Little Newton Team

2019．64pages．18.8×26cm．ISBN: 9789579250498 

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese (Hong Kong)

Similar But Not the Same 
(3 volumes)

一樣不一樣（全 3 冊）

Nature is so full of diversity that sometimes appearances 
or habits of  distinct species are similar. Similar But Not 
the Same: Vegetables compares seven pairs of vegetables. 
After finishing this book, readers will understand the 
uniqueness of  these plants and will see the beautiful 
world with entirely new eyes.

Author: Little Newton Team

2023．56pages．25.2×20cm．ISBN: 9786267190579

Children’s Books / Middle Grade(7-12)Children’s Books / Middle Grade(7-12)

Children’s Books / Middle Grade(7-12)
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